
Aztec Mittens 

 

Needles: 

Size 4 double pointed needles 

Gauge: 

20 sts = 3 inches 

Note: This mitten is made using two colors: one for the cuff/gauntlet and one for the hand. 

Mitten Bottom: 

Using first color, CO 40 sts and place 10 on each of four dpn. 

Knit 5 rows. 

Repeat two rounds of the Aztec pattern from Vogue Stitchionary. The pattern should be repeated on 

both sides of the mitten. 

Switch to second color. The Aztec pattern will now only be on the top of the mitten. 

Aztec pattern row 1. 

Right Mitten: 

Begin thumb gusset. Aztec pattern row 2. p2 pfb p3 pfb p until end 

Aztec pattern rows 3 and 4. p until end 



Aztec pattern row 5. p2 pfb p5 pfb p until end 

Aztec pattern rows 6 and 7. p until end 

Aztec pattern row 8. p2 pfb p7 pfb p until end 

Aztec pattern rows 9 and 10. p until end 

Aztec pattern row 11. p2 pfb p9 pfb p until end 

Aztec pattern rows 12 and 13. p until end  

Aztec pattern row 14. p2 pfb p11 pfb p to end 

Aztec pattern rows 15 and 16. p until end  

Aztec pattern row 17. pfb pfb place 15 sts on holder pfb pfb pfb p until end. 94 rows total. 

Left Mitten: 

Begin thumb gusset. Aztec pattern row 2. P13 pfb p3 pfb p2 

Aztec pattern rows 3 and 4. p until end 

Aztec pattern row 5. P13 pfb p5 pfb p2 

Aztec pattern rows 6 and 7. p until end 

Aztec pattern row 8. P13 pfb p7 pfb p2 

Aztec pattern rows 9 and 10. p until end 

Aztec pattern row 11. P13 pfb p9 pfb p2 

Aztec pattern rows 12 and 13. p until end  

Aztec pattern row 14. P13 pfb p11 pfb p2 

Aztec pattern rows 15 and 16. p until end  

Aztec pattern row 17. P 10 pfb pfb pfb place 15 sts on holder pfb pfb. 94 rows total. 

Top of both mittens: 

Aztec pattern rows 18-36. 113 rows total. 

Purl 19 rows. 132 rows total.                                                                                                                                                                        

P2tog k16 ssp p2tog k16 ssp 



Purl 1 row. 

P2tog k14 ssp p2tog k14 ssp 

Purl 1 row. 

P2tog k12 ssp p2tog k12 ssp 

P2tog k10 ssp p2tog k10 ssp 

P2tog k8 ssp p2tog k8 ssp 

P2tog k6 ssp p2tog k6 ssp 

P2tog k4 ssp p2tog k4 ssp 

P2tog k2 ssp p2tog k2 ssp. 

Thread yarn through 8 remaining sts and pull tight. Tie off and weave in end. 

Thumb: 

Pick up 5 sts along the open end. 

Divide 20 sts evenly among 4 double-pointed needles. 

Purl 2 rows. 

P2 p2tog p1 for each needle. 

Purl 2 rows. 

P1 p2tog p1 for each needle, reducing the number of double pointed needles to three. 

Purl 12 rows. 

P2tog p2tog for each needle. 

P2tog for each needle. 

Thread yarn through the four remaining sts and pull tightly. Tie off and weave in end. 


